ACROSS
7 Examination previously completed (4-4)
8 Stopped waiting for reply (2,4)
11 Body is the right size to return for fresh start (5)
12 Of course aunt rioted at demonstration (9)
13 Teens start popular breakdance (3-4)
14 Slough's flying start (4,3)
15 Challenge ending with death chamber (7,8)
18 Angle a half-frame makes with dilapidated hut (7)
20 Nothing approved after film got it wrong (7)
22 Unlucky to be taken by negotiator (4,5)
23 God ensnared a little bit (5)
24 Wish for no more rotten trickery (3-3)
25 Maybe heaped mash on to peas (8)

DOWN
1 Enquiry about parent's relations (4,4,6)
2 Going to rewrite first curriculum vitae (6)
3 Paper's colourful coverage of wedding (8)
4 Mean to be like a petty criminal? (5-8)
5 Ex-serviceman or a keen train spotter, maybe (6)
6 Bar supporter from football ground (8)
9 A lot of calculation when called to account (3,2,9)
10 Manager used to steam trains (7,6)
16 Support for jockey in prison over press set-up (8)
17 Officer and doctor each held when close to death (4,4)
19 Corporate support enjoyed by sporting cups (6)
21 Alternatives include a third rate speaker (6)

Solution 15,666
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